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Automatically gets a thumbs down for not having a tutorial. I always feel like a game doesn't value my time when they're too
lazy to release a game that I've paid for which doesn't include a tutorial. I don't care that it's Early Access, it's a game for which
I've spent money. If the developer doesn't think teaching their players to play the game they released is important, I couldn't care
less about learning it. I'm not interested in spending hours learning how to play their game before playing it.. (Update): The
game has had development, and I can see they are on the right track. One thing I would suggest changing is how stories are
collected. I don't know what a better option is, but I know that the current method hurts my eyes. Concept: 100% Work in
progress: 100% I think this will be a fantastic game! The developer has a long way to go though. I haven't played much, but I
feel like until there is more work done, I will get aggrivated at the lack of work done so far. I look forward to the future
development and will probably check back in a few months.. The game is in alpha so I'll try not to bash it, but it's not that good
yet. Somethings that would make it more strategic are, allowing the user to pause so they can scan the map, allow the user to get
a newsfeed of stories on the right side of the map, allow the user to zoom in and out, make the map 3d instead of 2d so that their
is more obviousness and it is easier on the eyes, also, allow the user to read the research options before they are unlocked. One
big problem I have is not having a good way of sorting through all of the available news stories and picking the right reporters. If
you were to incorporate a news feed and then allow a drop down menu that sorted by the best reporters that matched it and
showed how much time it would take to report on that would help. The UI is not very friendly right now, and could really be
improved a ton, I don't like having to click through the different employees. If this layout were more like This is the police it
would make it more fun, but you can replicate that layout without the complexity, by pausing the game when a user clicks on a
news story and allow them to view a menu that has more useful information giving relationships with the reporters that have
good fits. Also, overall the whole strategy of matching the reporters to story that they are interested in and politically related to
is not cool or fun, and I wish the stories were more obvious when it's important (e.g. they show a star ranking right on the map
before clicking). I like the concept of the game but it is not well implemented, it would just make it more fun to have a UI that
was more intuitive and gave more relevant information where it was needed, i.e. show less information all at once and have
more compartmentalized information that can be shown when users have to interact. The game is also all randomly generated
which is less interesting to me than one with a story that unfolds over time, the headlines are cool, but I don't get to read about
the story behind them so it seems really one dimensional, maybe hire a writer (not many coders are also good writers). I will
keep the game but I will wait for some quality of life improvements until I take it seriously and play it through to the end.. In its
current state i wouldnt reccomend, u00a311 for game that needs so muhc more to even be worth a buy, as a free game i could
see it being fun but for now id say stay clear untill its more fleshed out. easy to get into it. i like the concept, it has alot of
potential. still in alpha so errors are excpected (GUI specially). in my opinion i would recommend buying this game only if you
have money to spare .. (Update): The game has had development, and I can see they are on the right track. One thing I would
suggest changing is how stories are collected. I don't know what a better option is, but I know that the current method hurts my
eyes. Concept: 100% Work in progress: 100% I think this will be a fantastic game! The developer has a long way to go though. I
haven't played much, but I feel like until there is more work done, I will get aggrivated at the lack of work done so far. I look
forward to the future development and will probably check back in a few months.. The game is in alpha so I'll try not to bash it,
but it's not that good yet. Somethings that would make it more strategic are, allowing the user to pause so they can scan the map,
allow the user to get a newsfeed of stories on the right side of the map, allow the user to zoom in and out, make the map 3d
instead of 2d so that their is more obviousness and it is easier on the eyes, also, allow the user to read the research options
before they are unlocked. One big problem I have is not having a good way of sorting through all of the available news stories
and picking the right reporters. If you were to incorporate a news feed and then allow a drop down menu that sorted by the best
reporters that matched it and showed how much time it would take to report on that would help. The UI is not very friendly
right now, and could really be improved a ton, I don't like having to click through the different employees. If this layout were
more like This is the police it would make it more fun, but you can replicate that layout without the complexity, by pausing the
game when a user clicks on a news story and allow them to view a menu that has more useful information giving relationships
with the reporters that have good fits. Also, overall the whole strategy of matching the reporters to story that they are interested
in and politically related to is not cool or fun, and I wish the stories were more obvious when it's important (e.g. they show a star
ranking right on the map before clicking). I like the concept of the game but it is not well implemented, it would just make it
more fun to have a UI that was more intuitive and gave more relevant information where it was needed, i.e. show less
information all at once and have more compartmentalized information that can be shown when users have to interact. The game
is also all randomly generated which is less interesting to me than one with a story that unfolds over time, the headlines are cool,
but I don't get to read about the story behind them so it seems really one dimensional, maybe hire a writer (not many coders are
also good writers). I will keep the game but I will wait for some quality of life improvements until I take it seriously and play it
through to the end.
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Incredible Dracula 3: Family Secret released! : Hurry up to get additional discount on Incredible Dracula 3: Family Secret!.
Summer Resort Mogul released! : Hurry up to get additional discount on Summer Resort Mogul!. Did you try Viking Brothers 4
already? : Hey, everybody, Did you try our newest game, Viking Brothers 4 already? If not, this is the right time to try it out!.
We added DE/FR/ES/IT/PT/NL! : Hi everybody, We added DE/FR/ES/IT/PT/NL! Enjoy your play at a local language!. New
Yankee 6: In Pharaoh's Court news! : An English version for MAC, a French version and a Dutch version for PC have been
added.. New title comming up soon + discounts! : Hi everybody! We plan to release a new HOG bundle July 14th! This new
bundle is in comming soon already and would include titles you have asked us for! 6 titles in 1 pack, 3 Collector's Editions are
there! Go on and sign up for a wishlist as we plan to have a launch discount for just a week! You have asked for Steam
Achievements - it will be there! Trading cards - as always! And all this for a low price! Also, don't forget to sign up for a
wishlist for all the titles from us as you will be amazed by discounts comming up pretty soon! Good luck!. House of Snark
6-in-1 bundle released! : Hey everybody, We have just released House of Snark 6-in-1 bundle on Steam! 20% discount and a
number of achievements are waiting for you there! We included 2 big HOG series into the bundle - House of 1000 Doors and
Snark Busters! Enjoy this 20-hour HOG maddness!. 5 hours left to take advantage of the sale : The sales are only here for a few
more hours buy the game's listed below while you can ! The Summer Heat is here and with that the Sales are in our face until
July 4th so take these discounts while you can ;) If the Steam store page is taking to long to load sorry its because the sales and
many people are downloading their new games. -65% $4.19 normal price is $11.99. There is 6 games bundled in one game and I
recommend anyone who hasnt bought this game to do so -57% $2.14 Normal price is $4.99 if you are a thief you will truly love
this dark amazing game as it has many cool and exciting areas to explore -40% $3.59 Normal Price is $5.99 if you are tired of
the present and future step back in time to fight animals that has been wiped off this plant for a million years More of Alawar
Entertainment games are also at a discounted price so get them while you can at the low price ! Click Here About me I'm a
volunteer moderator My job will consist of posting announcements when the games are at a discounted price. I hope you guys
welcome me to the group as I feel Im a neat person to get to know.. Hotel Mogul: Las Vegas released! : Hurry up to get
additional discount on Hotel Mogul: Las Vegas!. Viking Sisters released! : Hurry up to get additional discount on Viking Sisters!
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